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FOREWORD
Home decor is no new topic in this era.Home decor has evolved since our stone age era.For example say, that's why you can see people 
drawing painting on the wall of thecaves which they called their home, Kept fire lighting everywhere, Made some aromaticaccessories. 
They also made sculptures and artwork. Although their core reasons mustbe that they were creating history, or say they used fire for l
ight, aromatic plants andspices to keep any rodents away. sculptures and art work to highlight their belief andculture etc.
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PART ONE
WALL DECORATION

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

Your home's entry, whether it's a large mansion or a modest apartment with a nook at the door, 
is the first thing people see when they enter your home and the sight that greets you every day. Although you 
shouldn't judge a book by its cover, we believe it is acceptable to assess a home by its entrance in many circumstances.
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INDOOR 
BRAIDED ORNAMENT

01

01：braided ornament  sup-1  02：braided ornament  sup-2  03：braided ornament  sup-3   04：braided ornament  sup-4  
05：braided ornament  sup-5  06：braided ornament  sup-6  07：Owl Braided Ornament  08：flower shape wall decoration-1  
09：flower shape wall decoration-2  10：pumpkin ornament-1  11：pumpkin ornament-2
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INDOOR 
WOVEN HANGING BASKET

Modern and Unique: The macrame planter holder specailly designed 
with cotton rope and wood beads, bring a boho element to your home decor. 
Perfect design to show your lovely plants, simple and meticulously hand-crafted, 
beautify any indoor outdoor corner spaces.

PXS-01

PXS-03

PXS-04
PXS-02

PXS-05



INDOOR 
WOVEN WALL DECOR
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PAS-01 PAS-02 PAS-03 PAS-04

PAS-08PAS-07PAS-06PAS-05

PAS-09

PAS-10

PAS-11

PAS-12
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PART TWO
WROUGHT IRON RACK & MIRRORS

If you have any questions about our metal wooden floating shelf, please contact us firstly and we will give you the satisfactory solution.

Wide Application: Make full use of space, it can be used to organize your small potted plants, 
aromatherapy, photos, books, toys, other decorations and so on. This display wall shelf is suitable for every corner of the house, 
bedroom, living room, studio eg. You can install this round 3-layer wooden mounted shelf anywhere you want, enjoy a neat house style.
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HOME DECOR
WROUGHT IRON RACK

PTS-01

PTS-05

PTS-09 PTS-10 PTS-11

PTS-06

PTS-08PTS-07

PTS-02 PTS-03 PTS-04
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HOME DECOR
MIRRORS

MIR-1 MIR-2 MIR-3 MIR-4 MIR-5 MIR-6
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PART THREE
DECORATIVE PAINTINGS & PHOTO FRAMES

If you have any questions about our metal wooden floating shelf, please contact us firstly and we will give you the satisfactory solution.

PERFECT CANVAS WALL ART: Good Idea for Home Interior Walls Decor Such As Living Room, Bedroom, 
Kitchen, Bathroom, Guest Room, Office and others.
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A perfect wall decorations paintings for living room,bedroom,kitchen,office,hotel,
dining room,bathroom,bar etc.

HOME DECOR
DECORATIVE PAINTINGS

0302 04 05

01:Round decorative painting  02:Canvas decorative painting "Beach"  03:Glass frame decorative painting  04:Vintage set decorative painting  05:Vintage set decorative painting-A  06:Vintage oil painting decorative painting  07:Light luxury "Roman architecture"  08:Light luxury decorative painting "cotton"  
09:Decorative painting "Forest"  10:Glass Frame Decorative Painting "Green Leaves"  11:Decorative painting "Afterglow"  12:Decorative painting "Girl"  13:Decorative painting "Starry Night"  14:Decorative paintings
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HOME DECOR
PHOTO FRAME

EASY MOUNTING & PRATICAL: The spring type action on the back of the frame is easy to open and you can load your pictures quickly. Perfect decoration and great gift for festival and best friend's birthday.

PHF-01

PHF-04 PHF-05

PHF-02 PHF-03
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PART FOUR
CERAMIC & GLASS PRODUCTS

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

Handmade vases: an exquisite work of art. This vase is an ideal gift for family and friends. It is particularly 
suitable for people who like unique decorative vases and modern vases. It is a good choice for personal use or for friends and family.
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HOME DECOR 
CERAMIC CRAFTS
You can match the scene 
you want with more personal preferences.

CEC001 CEC002 CEC003

CEC004
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Ceramic crafts 丨 vase, ornament, decoration, combination.
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PS:Indoor plants are a great way to enhance your home and boost your mood.

HOME DECOR 
CERAMIC FLOWER POT
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HOME DECOR 
AMERICAN LIGHT LUXURY

NHTC1477-1 NHTC1477-2

NHTC1366-1

NHTC1366-2

NHTC1366-3 NHTC1366-5

NHTC1371-1

NHTC1371-2

NHTC1371-3
NHTC0731-1

NHTC0731-2NHTC1366-4

NHTC1477-3

NHTC1477-4

NHTC1866-2

NHTC1866-3

Long Lasting Quality – Crafted from 100% ceramic, this set is sure to set the 
stage anywhere in your home. This durable, high-quality, trend lasting vase set will 
keep your décor looking fresh and up-to-date year after year.
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HOME DECOR 
HANDICRAFT DECORATION

HAD-01

HAD-02 HAD-03 HAD-04

Modern and stylish design, it is very simple and can blend perfectly with 
any background: your office, living room or kid's bedroom. It can also be your personal 
mueseum decor, grab a couple or a few and set them in front of a choice backdrop 
or painting and stand back to watch your space burst into a dazzling display 
worthy of your efforts.
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SIMPLY USE: The clear design allows you to see exactly what you put into each bowl, avoiding confusion. Each mini prep bowl fits into your palm for convenient usage.

HOME DECOR 
GLASS PRODUCT

GLP-01

GLP-05

GLP-09 GLP-10 GLP-11 GLP-12

GLP-06 GLP-07 GLP-08

GLP-02 GLP-03 GLP-04
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PART FIVE
CANDLESTICK

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

You only need to spend a few minutes to set it up. Twist to secure the candle and to prevent it from tipping or 
falling over. In addition, bottom of candle holder is padded with non-slip material.
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FITS ANY INTERIOR - These creative different size candle holders can blend in with any decor while adding interest and a touch 
of class to your home. Traditional or modern, you can find your way to accent your interiors 
with these candle stick holders. Furthermore, it looks great even without candles!

HOME DECOR 
CANDLESTICK

CAN-01 CAN-02 CAN-03 CAN-04 CAN-05 CAN-06 CAN-07

CAN-08 CAN-09 CAN-10 CAN-11
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This large candle holder stand is used for multi-occasional purposes. Our candle holder set is used to decorate 
every place and is perfect for decoration of birthdays, candlelight dinners, 
dining rooms, living rooms, bars, and more.

CAND-01-A CAND-01-B CAND-01-C CAND-02 CAND-03-A CAND-03-B CAND-04-A CAND-04-B
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PART SIX
ARTIFICIAL FLOWER

UV Resistant: This silk flower plants with vivid color and never fade, could be put in any indoor place you want, save your time and easy to care.

Perfect Decoration - The language of baby’s breath is everlasting love, this is best decoration choice for bridal bouquet, 
wedding parties, home decorations, office, verandah, bookstore,cafe store, cloth shop and all kinds of occasion's decoration. 
Could be putting outside,The artificial plant stems could adjusted to full mode put in pots will be the best centerpieces 
arrangements and no need water and trim.
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HOME DECOR 
ARTIFICIAL FLOWER
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DECOR--Fall artificial flowers bulk is a versatile decor that can be used for 
weddings, dinner parties, fireplace, window box, Halloween, Christmas, and banquets. 
It will add a natural sense to your home or porch.

JWT3073 JWT3073 JWT3073 JWT3073



PS: natural fresh color,poisonless and harmless,Natural, generous and elegant，well made and vibrantly colored, looks real-like.

JWT3101 JWT3102 JWT3103 JWT3104 JWT3105 JWT3106 JWT3107

JWT3108JWT3109JWT3110JWT3111JWT3112JWT3113JWT3114JWT3115JWT3116JWT3117
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HOME DECOR 
ARTIFICIAL FLOWER
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PART SEVEN
RUGS & THROW PILLOWS

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

The back of the carpet has high-density non-slip points, which increase the friction between the carpet and floor, 
so it is especially suitable for families with children and pets.In addition, non-woven fabric is made of the lining, so it will not damage the floor
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Material: super soft polypropylene + shrinkage yarn + polyester bright silk, thickness 12mm

GC-01 GC-02 GC-03

GC-06GC-05GC-04

MATERIAL DISPLAY

80*120cm    80*150cm    160*230cm

200*290cm  240*330cm  300*400cm

HOME DECOR 
CARPET
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BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01 BR-01

Material: Polypropylene and polyamide            Thickness 12mm

80*120cm   160*230cm

200*290cm  240*330cm  300*400cm

HOME DECOR 
CARPET



IGB-01 IGB-02 IGB-03 IGB-04 IGB-05 MATERIAL DISPLAY

80*120cm    80*150cm    160*230cm

200*290cm  240*330cm  300*400cm

Material: Polyester bright silk + polypropylene            Thickness 14mm

HOME DECOR 
CARPET
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PS: It can add a stylish touch to your living room, office or business.

When you take a nap and rest your head on the soft, crisp and cozy cushion cover, 

it is breathable and so cool, especially in summer. Give you a nicer sleep.

HOME DECOR 
THROW PILLOW
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THROW PILLOW-01

THP-1

THP-4

THP-7 THP-8 THP-9

THP-5 THP-6

THP-2 THP-3



PS: It can add a stylish touch to your living room, office or business.

When you take a nap and rest your head on the soft, crisp and cozy cushion cover, 

it is breathable and so cool, especially in summer. Give you a nicer sleep.

HOME DECOR 
THROW PILLOW
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THROW PILLOW-02

THP-10

THP-13

THP-16 THP-17 THP-18

THP-14 THP-15

THP-11 THP-12
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PART EIGHT
CLEANING & STORAGE

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

Save space. Get rid of clutter, make your bathroom, kitchen, dorm, closet, shelves, garden, school and office more tidy, beautiful. 
Best for storing makeup, shower gel, shampoo, soap, towels, dishes, toys, etc.. The open top makes it easy to see what's stored inside. 
It also can be easily stackable when not using it.
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Multi-purpose storage basket is great for storing lots of items like cleaning products, medical supplies, 

cosmetics, laundry needs, office or school supplies and more.

HOME DECOR 
HOME STORAGE

Home Decor  丨  2023

HST-01 HST-02 HST-03 HST-04 HST-05

HST-06 HST-07 HST-08 HST-09 HST-10

PS: Smooth surface protect your hands, round handles, comfortable grip, carry it easily.
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PART NINE
SMALL FURNITURE

100% NATURAL COTTON THREAD: Dream catcher is woven with a soft and durable 100% beige natural high-quality 4.5 mm cotton thread.

Equipped with accessories and tools, this velvet dressing table can be set up in 3 minutes, saving space, 
compact design and suitable for small areas.It saves you a lot of space and if you don't need it, you can put it under your desk.
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SFU-01

SFU-04

SFU-07 SFU-08 SFU-09

SFU-05 SFU-06

SFU-02 SFU-03

can also make a makeup stool while you get dressed up，This velvet vanity stool can be used 

as a step stool, footrest, shoe bench, coffee table,flexible seat and so on.

HOME DECOR 
SMALL FURNITURE

PS: saving space, compact design and suitable for small areas.It saves you a lot of space and if you don't need it, you can put it under your desk.



THE END
THANKS FOR WATCHING
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ADDRESS

Building B16, No.2560 Yongjiang Avenue, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang, China

CALL  US

Dept Manager ：Sandra Yang
0086-18857975064

EMAIL

amazon@marketunion.com.cn
https://www.e-sellersupplier.com

Market Union Group




